1976–1977 SAN FRANCISCO/NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AWARDS
(Sixth Annual)
Presented April 23, 1977, San Francisco
(Grand Ballroom Hotel St. Francis Union Square)

BEST STRIP NEWS SHOW—Award to News Director
- KTVU (2), Ted Kavanau
- KCRA (3), Pete Langula
- KRON (4), Jim Reiman
- KPIX (5), Joe Russin
- KGO-TV (7), Peter Jacobus
- KUED (9), George T. Osterkamp
- KTVT (10), Jim Brennan
- KNTV (11), Lee Schell
- KTVU (13), Norman Hartman
- KMST (46), Chris Cochran

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT REPORTING: DAILY BREAKING NEWS STORY
- BANK ROBBERY, Lee N. Meachem, Jr., Reporter (KTVU)
- SAN QUENTIN TUNNEL, Claude Mann, Reporter (KTVU)
- SCORCHED EARTH, John Butte, Harry Fuller, Producers (KPIX)
- SAN FRANCISCO PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE, John Butte, Harry Fuller, Joseph M. Russin, Producers (KPIX)
- BRIDGE JUMPER, Pete Cleaveland, Reporter (KGO-TV)

OUTSTANDING CHIEF EDITOR: REPORTING
- John Butte, KPIX

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT REPORTING: FEATURE
- OUTDOOR BLANKET CAPER, Peter Cleaveland, Reporter (KGO-TV)
- CITY STRIKE COVERAGE, Mel Wax, Reporter, Cecilia Stone, George T. Osterkamp, Producers (KQED)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT NEWS: INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
- DOWN IN THE DELTA, Tim Findley, Reporter (KPIX)
- YOU CAN FEEL THE WATER, Tim Findley, Reporter (KPIX)
- SARA JANE MOORE (INTERVIEW), Ben Williams, Producers (KPIX)
- SARA JANE MOORE, Van Amburg, Reporter (KGO-TV)
- PROPOSITION 15, Ed Leslie, Reporter (KGO-TV)
- TENDERLOIN Old Folks (Part 1 & 2), Evan White, Reporter (KGO-TV)
- PROPOSITION 15, George Duscke, Reporter, Pete Hulse, Producer (KQED)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT NEWS SPECIAL
- ELECTION '76: THE VOTE COMES IN, Harry Fuller, Tom DeVries, Joseph M. Russin, Producers (KPIX)
- EYEWITNESS NEWS SPECIAL: GUILTY, Eric Smith, Harry Fuller, Joseph M. Russin, Producers (KPIX)
- THE REMITTED GENERATION: A BICENTENNIAL TOUR WITH THE JFK MARCHING BAND, Arsen MatHELJAN, Producer (KQVR)

* Denotes National Award Winner  •  Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT NEWS FEATURES—SINGLE STORY
BUNS, Claud Mann, Reporter (KTVU)
S.F. HOSPITAL, Isabel Duran, Reporter (KTVU)
RIP TIDE, Mike Carr, Reporter (KRON)
C.H. POPULARITY, Bob Jimenez, Reporter (KRON)
KAPA STATE HOSPITAL, George Desty, Reporter, Richard W. Carlson, George T. Osterkamp, Producers (KQED)
LOST ISLE, Bill Baxich, Reporter/Producer (KQTV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT NEWS FEATURES: SERIES
BOMB SQUAD, Lee N. Mackenzie, Jr., Reporter (KTVU)
EYES OF A STRANGER, Steven Swasti, Reporter/Producer (KQRA)
FOUR COUNTRY, Jeff Simon, Reporter/Producer (KRON)
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, Bill Schechter, Harry Faffer, Bob Huesis, Producers (KPIX)
PROJECT OR PRISON, Marilyn Baker, Reporter, Jeffery Baker, Bob Huesis, Producers (KPIX)
GUATEMALA, Van Amberg, Reporter (KGO-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT: SPORTS
KEN STABLER, Art Eckman, Reporter, Mark Pulmer, Producer (KRON)
PUTIN' IT BACK TOGETHER, Wayne Walker, Reporter, Wally Miller, Producer (KPIX)
BIG GAME 1976, Tom Janis, Reporter (KGO-TV)
ANDREW THE GIANT, Don Sanchez, Reporter (KPIX)
WINNING IS EVERYTHING, Barton Cox, Jr., Producer (Barton Cox Jr. Film Productions)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM FEATURES: SINGLE STORY
WEEK-END, David Harrington, Bob Harrington, Producers (KCFM)
SAVING THE WHALES: REDWOODS OF THE SEA, Phil Wilson, Reporter/Producer (KQTV)
EDWARD V. ROBERTS, Evening, Steve Fox, Producer (KPIX)
CLASS REUNION, Evening, Margerita Landazuri, Producer (KGO-TV)
YOUNG MAN AND THE SEA, Evening, Scott Gibbs, Producer (KPIX)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM FEATURES: SERIES
BOB HIRSCHFIELD—THE BEST, Evening, Budd Klein, Producer (KGO-TV)
MERLE ELLIS—CUTTING UP, Evening, Budd Klein, Producer (KPIX)
KAREN LUSTGARTEN—SECRET EXCURSIONS, Evening, Budd Klein, Producer (KPIX)
CASTRO STREET—A M SAN FRANCISCO, Linda Gaugel, Steve Crayg, Producers (KGO-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT: ARTISTIC/HISTORICAL/CULTURAL PROGRAM
SING A SONG OF BLACKNESS, Teresa George, Norm Gilbert, Galen Daily, Producers (KQED)
A CHRISTMAS DREAM, Len Schiesser, Producer (KPIX)
TRIBUTE TO KATHERINE DUNHAM: WENDY WONG, AL TOGETHER, Nancy Young, Noel Del Castillo, Producers (KPIX)
THE LARK: ARCHIVE, Louise Lo, Kenneth Ham, Producers (KQBT)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT DOCUMENTARY: CURRENT SIGNIFICANCE
THE BATTERED WIFE, Sheldon Faye, Producer (KPIX)
BIRTH WITHOUT FEAR, Nancy Graham, Producer (KTVU)
THE BATTERED WOMAN: ROSEMARY, Jim Zeigler, Producers (KPIX)
WHO'S GOT COOL, David Boston, Ron Ziskin, Glenn Davis, Producers (KGO-TV)
SIGN ON THE DOT LINE, Wamantime & Co., Roxanne Russell, Producers (KQED)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT PUBLIC AFFAIRS: SPECIAL
CHALICE & HUMPHREY'S LUCKY STEVEN, Producer (KTVU)
OAKLAND BALLETT, Swan, Rosi Chu, Producer (KTVU)
CASA DE LAS MADRES, Al Brito, Producer (KQTV)
NORTH BEACH CHINATOWN FAMILY PLANNING CENTER, Al Brito, Produc-
er (KGO-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT PUBLIC AFFAIRS: SERIES
CRIME—THE PEOPLE, Scott Gibbs, Producer (KPIX)
CLASS REUNION/SUSAN BROWN MILLER, Evening, Bob Zagone, Producer (KQED)
IT'S A LIVING—BAT SCENE 7, Ken Ellis, Producer (KQGO-TV)
THE SUBJECT REALLY DOESN'T INTEREST ME, Open Studio, Losa Ding, Monica Sullivan, Producers (KQED)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT CHILDREN'S PROGRAM: SPECIAL
MISCEENMATIONS, Joan Marks, Robert Kuyper, Producers (KPIX)
HOW LITTLE IS LITTLE, Peter Auerbach, Producer (KPIX)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT CHILDREN'S PROGRAM: SERIES
GET BOX, Christina Metcalfe, Jon Frazer, Producers (KRON)
KIDSWATCH, Christina Metcalfe, Jon Frazer, Producers (KRNT)
ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: VIEWS OF FIVE TEACHERS, Veruschka, Louise Henry, Producer (KTEH)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT: RELIGIOUS PROGRAM
ROBERT ALLER, TELL-A-VISION, Ben Bayul, Producer (KRON)
A VISIT WITH ARCHBISHOP McCUE, Father Miles Kiley, Producer (KQED)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT: ENTERTAINMENT
LOU HURLEY ANN BRENNER, Evening, Sheldon Fay, Producer (KPIX)
PLEASING WIND & STEVE MARTIN, Evening, Bob Zagone, Producer (KPIX)
BALLOON DAY SPECIAL, Evening, Sheldon Fay, Producer (KPIX)
THE MARTIAN REPORT, Jim Neufeld, Howard Rheingold, Barrett Gierow, Producers (Viscount Cablevision of S.F.)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT: EDITORIALS
RAYMOND E. JACOBS, Editorial Director (KTVU)
HERB LEVY, Editorial Director (KTVU)
JANET MAIRA, Editorial Director (KPIX)
ROBERT A. SANDERS, Editorial Director (KQTV)
FRANK ALLEN PHIPLOT, Editorial Director (KQTV)

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL CRAFT ACHIEVEMENT: NEWS
S.F. CITY STRIKE, Elsa Wenner, Film Editor (KTVU)
BOXES FOCUS, Robert T. Frisk, Film Editor (KTVU)
GOLDEN GLOVES BOXER, Roy Inouye, Cameraman (KTVU)
MEXICO LAND EXPLOSION, Willie See, Cameraman (KTVU)
WHEELECHAIR OLYMPICS, Willie Kee, Cameraman (KTVU)
S.F. SYMPHONY, Willie Kee, Cameraman (KTVU)
PROSTITUTION OF JUSTICE, Craig P. Schermer, Cameraman (KQTV)
BALLOONIST, William V. Moore, Cameraman (KTVU)
SPORTS ESSAY, Alex Golden, Producer (KRON)
AMOS WRIGHT, Lou D'Aria, Editor (KQGO-TV)
FT. ORD, Lou D'Aria, Editor (KQGO-TV)
R.O.E.O., Lou D'Aria, Editor (KQGO-TV)
LUGOR BOTTLES, Lou D'Aria, Director (KQGO-TV)
TENDER LODG NDOKS, Bill Cohen, Editor (KQGO-TV)
TENDER LODG NDOKS, Al Topping, Cameraman (KQGO-TV)
OPINIA BLANKET, Sander, Al Bullock, Cameraman (KQGO-TV)
SPANISH DANCING, Michele Camus, Cameraman (KQGO-TV)
MONTEREY CANYON, Ray Carmean (KQGO-TV)
SAN FRANCISCO WATER MAIN, Bob Sutton, Cameraman (KQGO-TV)
FIRE KILLS CHILDREN, Joseph Aquilina, Cameraman (KQGO-TV)

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL CRAFT ACHIEVEMENT: PROGRAMMING
STATION ID, Brooke Spector, Dick Weise, Producers (KTVU)
SPORTS OPEN CLOSE, Brooke Spector, Dick Weise, Producers (KTVU)
SPORTS OPEN CLOSE, Richard Chasen, Film Editor (KTVU)
TERRY & THE T-BIRDS, Joekne, David Harrington, Film Editor (KCFM)
YOUNG MAN AND THE SEA, Evening, Scott Gibbs, Cameraman (KPIX)
SKATEBOARD-EVENING, Rich Baker, Cameraman (KPIX)
PORTRAIT OF A DRAMATIC BALLERINA, Evening, Jim Arredondo, Cameraman (KQTV)
WHO'S GOT COOL, Darrel Snyder, Director (KQGO-TV)
A.M. SAN FRANCISCO OPENING, Rob Fielder, Director (KQGO-TV)
HOT TUBS, Geoff Schaal, Cameraman (KQTV)
WINE EXPERT PRIEST-ACTION COUNTRY, Geoffrey Schaal, Cameraman (KQTV)

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL CRAFT ACHIEVEMENT: ART
OPENING ANIMATION & TITLES, Evening, Bob Klein, Producer (KPIX)
A.M. SAN FRANCISCO OPENING, Jim Springer, Director (KQTV)
CHOWCHILLA ARREST, Jim Schering, Courtroom Artist (KQTV)

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL CRAFT ACHIEVEMENT: PROMOTIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
STATION ID'S, Martin Schulz, Producer (KRON)
NEWSWEEK 1, Martin Schulz, Producer (KRON)
EYEWITNESS NEWS: INSTANT EYE, Jerry Smith, Nick Newton, Producers (KQTV)
EYEWITNESS NEWS: WAYNE WALKER, Karl Jodahl, Charles C. Coane, Producers (KPIX)
VARIETY, Carol B. Platt, Producer (KMST)

BOARD OF GOVERNORS AWARD
TO THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT for out-
serving public service to the community through effective devotion to its crafts, professionalism and dedication.

* Denotes National Award Winner  •  Denotes Area Award Winner